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Abstract. In this contribution the impact of a presumed
presence or absence of the ionospheric delays on the
quality of the least-squares ambiguities is analysed. The
spatial correlation and the time correlation of the
ionospheric delays are captured in an a priori iono-
spheric variance matrix. It is shown how the size and
shape of the ambiguity search space is aected by the
use of these a priori ionospheric weights. As a result an
exact description can be given of the interpolatory
character of the ambiguity variance matrix as function
of the ionospheric weights. In order to give a qualitative
analysis of the various eects, analytical rather than
numerical results are emphasized.
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1 Introduction
Estimation of the integer carrier-phase ambiguities is
usually based on one of the two following single-baseline
models. Either one parametrizes the double-dierenced
(DD) observation equations of the code and carrier-
phase observables in terms of the baseline components,
or one parametrizes them in terms of the DD receiver-
satellite ranges. For most surveying applications, the
®rst approach is the most common mode of operation; it
has three advantages over the second. First, the model is
directly parametrized in the baseline, which after all, is
usually the parameter that one ultimately likes to solve
for. Secondly, since the model is parametrized in the
baseline, its design matrix captures the relative receiver-
satellite geometry. As a result extra strength is given to
the model, in particular in the case of satellite redun-
dancy (i.e. the tracking of more than four satellites).
Thirdly, when more than one epoch of data is used, code
data are not strictly needed. The change in the relative
receiver-satellite geometry replaces, in a sense, the
information which otherwise would have been needed
from the code data.
Despite these advantages, the second approach still
has its appeal. This stems mainly from its simplicity. The
observation equations, for instance, are linear from the
outset. Also, no particular precautions have to be taken
for the tropospheric delays, since they get automatically
lumped with the unknown DD receiver-satellite ranges.
Thus the ambiguity estimates are known to be free from
biases due to residual tropospheric delays. And as long
as one is able to formulate the double dierences, no
special requirements are needed as to the number of
satellites tracked. Thus a minimum of two satellites
suces.
In this contribution we will consider the second ap-
proach. The objective of the present study is to analyse
the impact of the presumed presence or absence of the
ionospheric delays on the quality of the least-squares
estimators of the ambiguities. It is well known that the
ionosphere decorrelates as a function of the baseline
length. For suciently short baselines the ionosphere
becomes fully correlated. As a result one may assume
the DD ionospheric delays to be known or to be absent
from the model. However, this assumption is not valid
anymore when the baseline length increases. For su-
ciently long baselines, the ionospheric decorrelation
reaches its maximum and one is forced to include the
ionospheric delays into the model without any infor-
mative bounds on its level of uncertainty. For the in-
termediate cases of baseline length though, one may use
a priori weights for the ionospheric delays. The iono-
spheric variance matrix should then re¯ect the presumed
uncertainty about these delays. In this contribution we
will assume that this ionospheric variance matrix con-
sists of two components. One component that re¯ects
the spatial correlation and another that re¯ects the time
correlation of the ionosphere. This second component is
therefore directly related to the sampling rate.
In Sect. 2 we start o by de®ning the model of ob-
servation equations on which our analysis is based. This
is followed in Sect. 3 with a brief review of the steps for
computing the integer least-squares ambiguities. In
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particular the relevance of the shape and size of the
ambiguity search space is emphasized. Also diagnostics
are introduced which will be used in the sections fol-
lowing to characterize the quality of the ambiguities. In
Sect. 4 we commence our study of the ambiguity search
space. In order to give a qualitative description of the
various phenomena, emphasis is given to analytical
rather than numerical results.
It will be clear that with the ionospheric variance
matrix, one has the ¯exibility to describe the short-
baseline case (ionosphere ®xed), the long-baseline case
(ionosphere ¯oated), as well as all intermediate cases.
The same holds true for the ambiguity variance matrices
and the corresponding search spaces. We will use the
following notation for the three dierent types of am-
biguity variance matrix. When the ionosphere is ®xed, it
will be denoted as QâjI . When the ionosphere is ¯oated,
it will be denoted as Qâ, and when the ionosphere is
weighted, it will be denoted as QâI. The ambiguities
have their best precision when the ionosphere is assumed
known, and the poorest precision when the ionosphere is
assumed completely unknown. Thus
QâjI  QâI  Qâ
The variance matrix QâjI is the topic of Sect. 4 and the
variance matrix Qâ the topic of Sect. 5. The results of
these two sections thus set the bounds for the ambiguity
variance matrix QâI.
In Sect. 6 we commence with the a priori weighting of
the ionosphere and show how it eects the a posteriori
precision of the ionospheric estimators. The impact both
of the spatial correlation and the time correlation is
considered. Based on the results of this section, we are
able in Sect. 7 to give an exact description of the inter-
polatory character of the ambiguity variance matrix
QâI. Also its dependency on the spatial correlation and
on the time correlation is analysed. In this section we
also show how the size of the ambiguity search space
blows up or shrinks in as function of the a priori iono-
spheric weights. Finally, a summary of the main results
is given in Sect. 8.
2 The geometry-free model
In this section we will de®ne the model that forms the
basis of our analysis. Since the observation equations of
the model are parametrized in terms of the DD receiver-
satellite ranges, the model dispenses with the relative
receiver-satellite geometry. The model will therefore be
referred to as the geometry-free single-baseline model.
For integer ambiguity estimation this model is the
simplest one can think of. It allows one to use the code
data almost directly in combination with the phase data,
to determine the integer ambiguities. See e.g. Hatch
(1982), WuÈ bbena (1988), Euler and Goad (1990), Dedes
and Goad (1994) or Teunissen (1996). In the latter
study, the geometry-free model was analysed with
regard to its potential for ambiguity decorrelation.
The DD phase and code observation equations of the
geometry-free model are given for a single epoch i, as
/1i  qi ÿ l1Ii  k1a1
/2i  qi ÿ l2Ii  k2a2
p1i  qi  l1Ii
p2i  qi  l2Ii
1
where /1 and /2 are the DD phase observables on L1
and L2; p1 and p2 are the DD code observables on L1 and
L2; q is the DD form of the unknown receiver-satellite
range; I is the DD form of the unknown ionospheric
delay, and a1 and a2 are the unknown integer ambigu-
ities. The known wavelengths are denoted as k1, k2.
Since the ionospheric delay is to a ®rst order inversely
proportional to the square of the frequency, we have to











It will be assumed that the GPS observables are
neither correlated between channels nor correlated in
time. For k epochs i  1; . . . ; k, their variance matrix is
assumed to be given as
Ik 
 diag r2/1 ; r2/2 ; r2p1 ; r2p2
 
2
where Ik is the unit matrix of order k and 
 denotes the
Kronecker product. Note that we allow the variances of
the L1 observables to be dierent from the L2 observ-
ables. In our main results one will therefore still be free
to set the level of precision of the observables. This also
has the additional advantage that we can consider
subsets of the observables. For instance, instead of
having code data on both frequencies, one may also
consider having code data available on a single frequen-
cy only. Or, when some a priori knowledge is assumed
to be available on the ionosphere, one can consider the
single-frequency case, instead of the dual-frequency
case.
In addition to the observation equations in Eq. (1),
we also consider for the k epochs the ionospheric ob-
servation equations
Ipi  Ii 3
i  1; . . . ; k, where Ip is the ionospheric pseudo-observ-
able. Its sample value can be taken from an externally
provided ionospheric model, see e.g. Georgiadou (1994),
Wild (1994), Wanninger (1995). In some applications it
may even suce to take zero as sample value. Our
presumed knowledge of the a priori uncertainty in the
ionospheric delay is modelled through an appropriate
variance covariance matrix, see e.g. Delikaraoglou
(1989), Goad (1990), Wild and Beutler (1991), Schaer
(1994). In our case this matrix is of order k and we will
factor it as
s2I RI 4
where s2I is the variance factor of unit weight and RI is
the cofactor matrix of order k. These two components
can each be assigned a speci®c meaning
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s2I : spatial correlation
RI : time correlation
The a priori uncertainty in the absolute level of the DD
ionosphere is modelled through s2I and the a priori
uncertainty in the relative behaviour of Ii as function
of time, is modelled through the correlation matrix RI .
The value of s2I depends in a large part on the inter-
station distance between the two receivers. Since the
ionosphere decorrelates as function of the interstation
distance, s2I is at its maximum for baselines where the
ionosphere is fully decorrelated and it gets smaller the
shorter the baselines become. For suciently short
baselines, it can be taken equal to zero. A proposal on
how to describe s2I as function of the interstation dis-
tance can be found in Bock (1996).
The correlation matrix RI depends on the sampling
rate in relation to the correlation length of the iono-
sphere. It equals the unit matrix of order k in case the
sampling rate is so low that the time correlation of the
ionosphere can be neglected. For a higher sampling rate
though, RI will become a full matrix.
Based on the principle of least squares, the preceding
model of observation equations can either be solved in
batch form or recursive form. The recursive form (e.g.
Kalman ®lter) may be advantageous when the number
of samples k is large. However, in order to be able to
formulate the recursion, additional assumptions need to
be made about the structure of the correlation matrix RI .
For this purpose a useful model is one where the iono-
spheric noise is assumed to be autoregressive. Then
RI  qjiÿjjt  5
where i and j refer to the column and row of the matrix
and where qt can be taken as
qt  eÿT=t
with the sampling interval T and the correlation length t.
The inverse of this correlation matrix has the upper
triangular decomposition
Rÿ1I  LT DL 6
with











It is the bidiagonal structure of L which makes it
possible to formulate the least-squares solution in re-
cursive form. For the moment however, we will not
make any speci®c assumptions concerning the structure
of RI . This implies that the results we will obtain are
valid for batch solutions as well as for recursive solu-
tions. We refer to the model as ionosphere ®xed when
s2I  0, as ionosphere ¯oated when s2I  1 and as ion-
osphere weighted when 0 < s2I <1.
3 Shape and size of search space
In this section we brie¯y describe the least-squares
method of estimating the integer ambiguities and
introduce some diagnostics for characterizing the geom-
etry of the search space.
3.1 Integer least squares
When the principle of least-squares is used, the corre-
sponding integer estimates of the ambiguities follow
from solving the minimization problem
min
a
âÿ aT Qÿ1â âÿ a; a 2 Z2 7
where â is the real-valued least-squares estimate of the
ambiguity vector and Qâ is its corresponding variance
covariance matrix. This minimization is formulated for
the case where the ionosphere is ¯oated, but similar
formulations hold of course for the two other cases as
well.
When the method of the least-squares ambiguity
decorrelation adjustment (LAMBDA) is used (Teunis-
sen 1993), the solution steps to solve the integer least-
squares problem are, brie¯y, as follows. First the global
search space Z2 is replaced by a local one, the so-called
ambiguity search space. It reads
âÿ aT Qÿ1â âÿ a  v2 8
This is an elliptic region, centred at â. Its shape is
governed by the ambiguity variance matrix Qâ and its
size can be controlled by choosing an appropriate value
for the positive constant v2. Both the shape and size of
the search space have an important impact on the
performance of the search. The search is hindered by a
too-elongated search space of which the principal axes
fail to be aligned with the grid axes. Also too large a
value of v2 should be avoided, since in that case the
search space will contain an abundance of unnecessary
grid points.
In order to come up with an appropriate size and
shape of the search space, the original DD ambiguities
are transformed to new ambiguities. These new ambi-
guities have the property that they are far less correlated
than the original DD ambiguities and also more precise.
If we denote the ambiguity transformation as ZT , then
z  ZT a; ẑ  ZT â; Qẑ  ZT QâZ 9
and the original DD search space Eq. (8) transforms
accordingly to
ẑÿ zT Qÿ1ẑ ẑÿ z  v2 10
The decorrelating ambiguity transformation ZT is area
preserving and it is constructed from a sequence of
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Gaussian transformations, which themselves are integer
approximations of conditional least-squares transfor-
mations.
The preceding transformation takes care of the shape
of the search space. In order to take care of the size of
the search space, an appropriate value for v2 needs to be
chosen; one which is neither too large nor too small. It is
based on applying a simple integer rounding scheme to
the entries of ẑ. The integer vector so obtained is then
substituted for z in Eq. (10) and v2 is then taken equal to
the value of the quadratic form. This then ensures that
the search space will contain the solution sought and
also that it is likely to contain not too many more grid
points. This last property is due to low correlation and
high precision of the transformed ambiguities. Numeri-
cal examples showing how well this approach works are
given in Teunissen et al. (1996) for a variety of dierent
measurement scenarios.
Once we have obtained an appropriate shape and size
of the search space, one can commence with the search.
It is based on a conditional least-squares adjustment and
can be brie¯y described as follows. Along the ®rst, say
horizontal grid axis, the search space de®nes an interval
for the ®rst ambiguity z1. Once a candidate integer value
has been chosen for z1 from this interval, the search
space de®nes another interval from which candidate
integer values for the second ambiguity z2 can be chosen.
This second interval has the vertical width of the search
space that corresponds with the chosen value of z1. All
grid points of the search space can now be collected as
follows. By letting z1 range through all integer values of
the ®rst interval, one collects for each value of z1, those
integers z2 that lie in the second interval. They are the
candidate integer values for the second ambiguity. In
this way all integer pairs z1; z2 are collected that satisfy
Eq. (10). The required integer least-squares solution is
then given by that pair which returns the smallest value
for the quadratic form. More details on the described
procedure can be found in Teunissen (1995). Imple-
mentation aspects of the method are described in de
Jonge and Tiberius (1996).
3.2 Some ambiguity diagnostics
In order to infer the shape and size of the ambiguity
search space, we will make use of the following
diagnostics: area S, correlation q and elongation e.






where j Qâ j is the determinant of the ambiguity variance
matrix. The area gives an indication of the number of
grid points inside the search space.
Apart from the statistical interpretation of the corre-
lation coecient, it can also be given a geometrical in-






Note that 4v2ra1ra2 equals the area of the box that
encloses the search space and which has its sides parallel
to the grid axes. This area is closest to S, when the
ambiguities are fully decorrelated. However, the area of
the search space is far smaller than the area of the box,
when the correlation coecient is close to 1.
The elongation e measures the outstretchedness of
the search space. It equals the square root of the con-
dition number of the ambiguity variance matrix. Thus it
equals the ratio of the lengths of the major and minor
principal axes of the search space. The area, the corre-
lation and the elongation can nicely be connected to the
precision of the ambiguities, if we consider their arith-
metic and geometric mean. We have
1
2 r2a1  r2a2  S2pv2 e eÿ1
r2a1r2a21=2  Spv2 1ÿ q2ÿ1=2
(
13
The ®rst equation shows how the arithmetic mean of the
ambiguity variances depends on the area and on the
elongation of the search space. The second equation
shows how the geometric mean of the ambiguity
variances depends on the area and on the correlation
coecient. These two equations show that the ambigu-
ities can be of a very poor precision, while the area of
their search space is still small. In that case the
ambiguities are highly correlated and their search space
is very elongated. As we will see in the sections following,
this is precisely what happens with the DD ambiguities.
The preceding also shows how the precision of the
ambiguities improves when the elongation and correla-
tion are reduced. This is what happens when the area-
preserving ambiguity transformation ZT of Eq. (9) is
used.
The aforementioned diagnostics will be used to
characterize and compare the geometries of the ambi-
guity search spaces when the ionosphere is either ®xed,
¯oated or weighted. In the following two sections we
will ®rst consider the two extreme cases, namely the
ionosphere-®xed case and the ionosphere-¯oat case.
4 The ionosphere-®xed solution
In this section we analyse the ambiguity search space for
the case where the ionosphere is ®xed. Hence, we restrict
our attention to the observation equations of Eq. (1)
and assume Ii to be identically zero for all i.
Let us ®rst consider a single epoch. For a single ep-
och we have a redundancy of 1. It stems from the code
observable on the second frequency. Due to the struc-
ture of the observation equations, the single-epoch least-
squares estimate of the DD range is given as the
weighted mean of the two code observables. The single-
epoch least-squares estimates of the two ambiguities
follow then from subtracting this weighted mean from
the carrier phases followed by a division with the ap-
propriate wavelength. Since the ambiguities are assumed
to be constant in time and the DD ranges are assumed to
be unconnected in time, the least-squares estimates of
the two ambiguities based on k epochs, simply follow as
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An application of the error propagation law gives the















Note that this matrix can be written as the sum of a
diagonal full-rank matrix and a rank-1 matrix. The
entries of the diagonal matrix are very small due to the
very high precision of the carrier-phase data. The entries
of the rank-1 matrix, however, are large. This is due to
the relatively poor precision of the code data. This type
of decomposition, where the ambiguity variance matrix
can be written as the sum of a full-rank matrix with
small entries and a matrix of less than full rank with
large entries, is very typical of GPS when the ionosphere
is assumed ®xed (Teunissen 1993).
4.1 Area of search space
It follows from the diagonal entries of Eq. (15) that the
precision of the individual DD ambiguities is rather
poor, unless k is suciently large. In fact their precision
is not too dierent from what one would get in the
single-frequency case. In the L1-only case, the variance












From this one should, however, not too hastily conclude
that ambiguity validation in the dual-frequency case will
be as problematic as it is in the single-frequency case.
This becomes clear if we consider the area of the dual-
frequency ambiguity search space. For the area, it
suces to concentrate on the determinant of the











where r2/w is the variance of the weighted mean of the L1
and L2 carrier phases. This determinant expression
shows two things. First it shows, as is the case with
the individual variances already seen, that the area
blows up the smaller the phase-code variance ratio gets.
Thus as one might expect, the area gets larger the poorer
the precision of the code data becomes. But the result
also shows that the area, when squared, is only linearly
related to the inverse of the phase-code variance ratio,
whereas in the single-frequency case it would be
quadratically related to it. Note that in order to
compare the determinant with the variances, one should
square the latter or take the square root of the former.
Hence the area can still be small, despite the poor
precision of the individual ambiguities. This shows the
bene®cial role which is played by having data on a
second frequency available.
4.2 Ambiguity correlation
In order to explain the relatively small area of the search
space, we consider the ambiguity correlation coecient.
In the remaining part of this section we will assume for
reasons of simplicity that the two phase variances are
equal and that the two code variances are equal.
The ambiguity correlation coecient qajI follows
from Eq. (15) as
qajI  1 2r2/=r2p
 ÿ1
17
Hence the ambiguity correlation coecient is indepen-
dent of the number of samples used. It is uniquely
determined by the phase-code variance ratio. Since in
practice this ratio is very small indeed (e.g. 10ÿ4), it
follows that the two ambiguities are extremely highly
correlated. And it is precisely due to this high correla-
tion, that one will be able to execute a successful
validation, despite the fact that the two individual DD
ambiguities themselves are of a poor precision. Thus one
should never consider the ambiguities on an individual
basis. Instead one should take all available information
into account and thus include the correlation as well,
when estimating and validating the integer ambiguities.
4.3 Orientation and elongation
We ®rst consider the orientation of the search space. It





l2 ÿ l11 2r2/=r2p
 !
18
where hajI is the angle between the major axis of the
search space and the grid axis of the ®rst ambiguity. As
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it was the case with the correlation coecient, the
orientation is uniquely determined by the phase-code
variance ratio. It equals approximately 38 for a phase-
code variance ratio of 10ÿ4:
The elongation equals the square root of the condi-
tion number of the ambiguity variance matrix and it





















Note that 2rajI  eajI  1eajI . This shows that 2rajI itself is a
good approximation for the elongation, when the
elongation is large. Since rajI is small when the phase-
code variance ratio is small, it follows that the search
space is indeed very elongated. The elongation equals
103 for a phase-code variance ratio of 10ÿ4.
From the preceding we can conclude that it is the
very high precision of the phase data relative to the
rather poor precision of the code data that causes the
ambiguities to be extremely correlated and their search
space to be very elongated. The ambiguities will become
less correlated and their search space will become less
elongated when the precision of the code data improves
with respect to the precision of the phase data. For the
two extreme cases that r2/  r2p or r2/  0, the correla-
tion, orientation and elongation are bounded as
1
3
 qajI  1
26:5  hajI  37:9
1:5  eajI  1
20
These results only hold true, of course, when the
ionospheric delays can be assumed absent from the
model. This is thus the situation one will encounter for
suciently short baselines. The situation will change
however, when the ionospheric delays become part of
the set of unknown parameters. In order to infer the
impact of the presence of the ionospheric delays on the
ambiguity search space, we will now consider the other
extreme, the ionosphere-¯oat solution.
5 The ionosphere-¯oat solution
Since the ionospheric delays are now part of the set of
unknown parameters, we will ®rst consider the precision
with which they can be estimated. After that, we will
consider the ambiguity variance matrix and describe the
size and shape of the ambiguity search space.
5.1 Ionospheric precision
We will discriminate between two cases. The ®rst case
considers the precision of the ionospheric delays when
the ambiguities are ®xed, while in the second case we
consider the ambiguities to be ¯oated. Thus in the ®rst
case we have the variance matrix QÎ ja, while in the
second, the variance matrix QÎ .
5.1.1 Ambiguities ®xed It follows from the observation
equations of Eq. (1) that for a single epoch, the precision
with which the ionospheric delay Ii can be estimated
when the two ambiguities are assumed known, is given
as
If we assume the two phase variances to be equal and





l1 ÿ l22  4 r2/=r2p
 
l1  l22= 1 r2/=r2p
 2






This in fact is the precision with which the ionosphere
can be estimated when the code data would be absent,
but the ambiguities ®xed. It shows that a very precise
monitoring of the ionosphere is possible once one has
been able successfully to validate the integer ambigui-
ties. For an undierenced phase standard deviation of
3 mm, the ionospheric standard deviation equals
rI ja ' 1:7 cm.
Since the observation equations are unconnected in
time when the ambiguities are assumed known, it fol-
lows that the ionospheric variance matrix based on k
epochs is simply given by the scaled unit matrix
QÎ ja  r2I jaIk 23
Thus when the ambiguities are ®xed, the ionospheric
estimator has a constant variance and is uncorrelated in
time. Furthermore, since its variance is dominated by





















5.1.2 Ambiguities ¯oat The two ionospheric variance
matrices QÎ and QÎ ja are related as
QÎ  QÎ ja  QÎâQÿ1â QâÎ 24
This equation directly follows from the de®nition of a
conditional variance matrix. We will ®rst consider the
precision with which time-dierences of the ionosphere
can be estimated. It follows from the structure of Eq. (1)
that the covariance between â and Îi is constant in time.
This implies that for every full-rank matrix D of order
k  k ÿ 1, with a range space RD ? Rek, where
ek  1; . . . ; 1T , we have DT ek  0 and DT QÎâ  0. This,
combined with Eqs. (23) and (24); shows that
DT QÎ D  DT QÎ jaD  r2I jaDT D
DT QÎ ek  DT QÎ jaek  0
25
This in turn shows that the ionospheric time dierences
are invariant to ambiguity ®xing. Hence they can be
estimated with a high precision even when the iono-
sphere is ¯oated. This situation changes drastically
however, when we consider instead of the relative
behaviour of the ionosphere over time, its absolute
level. It follows from Eq. (1) that for a single epoch only
the code data contribute to the determination of Ii.
The precision with which the ionospheric delay can be





Compare this with Eq. (22). With an undierenced code
standard deviation of 30 cm, we have rI  1:7 m. Since
the phase data not only fail to contribute to a single-
epoch solution, but also to the sum of the ionospheric
delays, we have
eTk QÎek  k r2I 27
This result combined with Eq. (25) allows us to
determine QÎ . Since matrix D; ek is square and
invertible, it follows from Eqs. 25 and 27 that
QÎ  r2I jaDDT Dÿ1DT r2I ekeTk ekÿ1eTk , or, since the
projector DDT Dÿ1DT can also be expressed as
Ik ÿ ekeTk ekÿ1 eTk , that
QÎ  r2I jaIk 
1
k
r2I ÿ r2I jaekeTk 28
Thus the ionospheric variance matrix in the case where
the ionosphere is ¯oated, diers from its counterpart
when the ambiguities are ®xed by a rank-1 matrix of
which the entries are dominated by the poor precision of
the code data.
5.2 Ambiguity precision
We will now consider the ambiguity variance matrix and
the size and shape of the ambiguity search space. With
the ionospheric delay included, the four equalities of
Eq. (1) fail to be redundant. Hence, a single-epoch
solution simply follows from inverting these four
equations, and the least-squares ambiguity solution
based on k epochs then equals its time average. Thus








/2i ÿ m3m2p1i ÿ p2i
29
with
m1  2l1l1  l2
' 0:76; m2  2l2l1  l2
' 1:24 ;
m3  l2  l1l2 ÿ l1
' 4:09
Application of the error propagation law gives the























Note that the ambiguity variance matrix now remains of
full rank when the phase variances are set to zero. A
comparison with the ambiguity variance matrix of the
ionosphere-®xed solution shows, if we neglect the very
small phase-code variance ratio and assume equal
variances for the phase data and equal variances for
the code data, that the precision of the individual








5.2.1 Area of search space To show by how much the
area of the search space is enlarged, we need the deter-
minant of Qâ. We can now use the results of the previous
subsection to express j Qâ j in terms of j QâjI j. It follows
from Eq. (24) that Qÿ1
Î
QÎ ja  Ik ÿ Qÿ1Î QÎâQÿ1â QâÎ . Sim-
ilarly we have Qÿ1â QâjI  I2 ÿ Qÿ1â QâÎ Qÿ1Î QÎâ. Since for
any two matrices A and B, j I ÿ AB j  j I ÿ BA j, it
follows that
j Qâ jj QÎ ja j  j QÎ jj QâjI j
The two determinants j QÎ ja j and j QÎ j follow from
Eqs. (23) and (28) as
j QÎ ja j  r2I jak; j QÎ j  r2I ja
 kÿ1
r2I
Hence, the determinant of the ionosphere-¯oat ambigu-
ity variance matrix is given by the compact expression






Since r2I is determined by the code variance and r
2
I ja
predominantly by the phase variance, it follows that the









Thus the ratio of the two areas is approximately
inversely proportional to the square root of the phase-
code variance ratio. For a phase-code variance ratio of
10ÿ4, the area of the ionosphere-¯oat search space will
be one hundred times larger than the area of the
ionsphere-®xed search space. This shows that one will
need quite some more samples in order to be able
successfully to validate the integer ambiguities.
5.2.2 Ambiguity correlation In the remaining part of this
section we will assume the two phase variances to be
equal and the two code variances to be equal. The
correlation coecient follows from Eq. (30) as
qa  2=

1 m21  r2/=m3rp21 m22  r2/=m3rp2
q
33
This shows that although the correlation is somewhat
smaller than in the ionosphere-®xed case, it is still quite
large. Hence one can still bene®t considerably from the
decorrelating ambiguity transformation ZT .
5.2.3 Orientation and elongation The orientation of the






l2 ÿ l1 1 r2/=r2p
  34
This shows, that when compared to the ionosphere-®xed
case, the search space gets rotated counter-clockwise
when the ionospheric delays are included as unknown
parameters. The angle of rotation is, however, not that
large, since ha ' 44:8 for a phase-code variance ratio of













 l1  l2
r2/=r
2
p  m231 4=l1  l22
1 r2/=r2p2  4m23r2/=r2p1=2
This shows that the search space is still quite elongated,
although its elongation is less than in the ionosphere-
®xed case.
From the preceding we can conclude that as in the
ionosphere-®xed case, it is again the phase-code variance
ratio which determines the shape and orientation of the
search space. And again the ambiguities will be highly
correlated and their search space very elongated. There
are two important dierences however. First, the area of
the ionosphere-¯oat search space is very much larger
than its ionosphere-®xed counterpart. Secondly, the
correlation, the orientation and the elongation are much
less sensitive to changes in the phase-code variance ratio.
For the two extreme cases that r2/  r2p or r2/  0, they
are bounded as
0:96977  qa  0:99955
44:6  ha  44:8
8  ea  67
36
This shows that in particular the correlation and
orientation only vary in a very small interval. Thus in
the ionosphere-¯oat case one cannot hope to decorrelate
the ambiguities by much when the code data become
more precise.
6 The weighted ionosphere
In the previous two sections we studied the character-
istics of the two ambiguity variance matrices QâjI and
Qâ. In order to study their ionosphere-weighted coun-
terpart QâI, it turns out to be advantageous ®rst to
study the precision with which the weighted ionosphere
itself can be estimated. This will therefore be the topic of
the present section. We ®rst derive an expression for the
precision of the time-averaged ionosphere and then
show how it is aected by the presence or absence of
time correlation.
6.1 The time-averaged ionosphere
The unweighted ionospheric variance matrices QÎ ja and
QÎ are related to their ionosphere-weighted counterparts
as
QÎ jaI  Qÿ1Î ja  sÿ2I Rÿ1I ÿ1
 QÎ ja ÿ QÎ jaQÎ ja  s2I RI ÿ1QÎ ja
QÎI  Qÿ1Î  sÿ2I Rÿ1I 
ÿ1
 QÎ ÿ QÎ QÎ  s2I RI ÿ1QÎ
37
In the ®rst case the ambiguities are ®xed, while in the
second they are ¯oated. Matrix s2I RI is the a priori
variance matrix of the ionospheric delays.
It follows from Eq. (37) that between the four iono-
spheric variance matrices, the following relation holds
QÎI  Qÿ1Î jaI ÿ Qÿ1Î ja  Qÿ1Î ÿ1 38
This matrix relation is generally valid and does not
depend on the particular structure of the model of
observation equations. We will show however, that a
similar relation, but now in scalar form, exists for the
precision of the time-averaged ionosphere. This relation
is valid due to the particular structure of the model of
observation equations.
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For the four cases, we use the following notation for
the variances of the time-averaged ionosphere
r2I ja  1k2 eTk QÎ jaek r2I  1k2 eTk QÎ ek
r2I jaI  1k2 eTk QÎ jaIek r2I I  1k2 eTk QÎIek
As to their size, these variances are related as
r2I jaI  r2I I  r2I ; r2I ja  r2I
Which one of the two inequalities of r2I I  r2I ja is
valid depends on the relative impact of s2I RI .
In order to determine r2I I, we ®rst substitute Eqs. 23
and 28 into Eq. (38). This gives
QÎI  Qÿ1Î jaI ÿ rÿ2I ja ÿ rÿ2I ekeTk 
ÿ1
 QÎ jaI 
1
k2
QÎ jaIekeTk QÎ jaI
r2I r
2
I ja=r2I ÿ r2I ja ÿ r2I jaI
From summing all its entries and dividing the sum by k2,
the required analogue to Eq. (38) follows as
r2I I  rÿ2I jaI ÿ rÿ2I ja  rÿ2I ÿ1 39
Note that this result is still independent of the structure
one might choose for the a priori ionospheric variance
matrix s2I RI . This result of course reduces to r
2
I when the
ionospheric weights are absent, and thus r2I jaI  r2I ja.
But when the weights are such that r2I jaI is suciently
smaller than r2I ja, then r
2
I can be neglected due to the
high precision of the phase data relative to the precision





r2I ja ÿ r2I jaI
The larger the spatial correlation is or the smaller the
baselines are, the better the approximation becomes.
6.2 The impact of time correlation
In order to infer the impact of time correlation, we will
®rst consider two extreme cases. In the ®rst case we
assume the time correlation to be absent (qt  0). This
corresponds to the case of having such a low sampling
rate that one can safely neglect the correlation of the
ionosphere in time. In the second case, we assume the
time correlation to be at its maximum (qt  1). Hence
this corresponds to the use of a very high sampling rate.
After having considered the two extreme cases, we will
consider the case that 0 < qt < 1. For this case, we will
assume the time correlation to be autoregressive.
6.2.1 Ionosphere with white noise (qt  0) If the time
correlation may be assumed absent qt  0, the correla-
tionmatrix becomes identical to the unitmatrix of order k,
RI  Ik. The two variances of the time-averaged iono-
sphere, for the case the ambiguities are ®xed and for the
case where the ambiguities are ¯oated, are then given as






r2I ja  s2I








The ®rst equation follows from substituting RI  Ik into
Eq. (37), followed by taking the sum of all entries of
QÎ jaI and dividing the sum by k2. The second equation
follows from substituting the ®rst into Eq. (39).
Note that both variances are proportional to the in-
verse of the number of samples used. The ®rst variance
is predominantly governed by the phase variances,
whereas the second variance is independent of the phase
variances. The second variance depends on the code
variances and on the variance factor s2I . Hence it will be
large, unless a sucient number of samples are taken,
or, unless s2I is small (large spatial correlation or short
baselines). Due to the high precision of the phase data,
the ®rst variance is small even when s2I is large. This
shows the bene®t of successful ambiguity ®xing. Once
the ambiguities are ®xed, the degrading eect of having
a low spatial correlation is then considerably reduced.
6.2.2 Ionosphere as random constant (qt  1) In case the
time correlation is at its maximum, the correlation
matrix reduces to the rank-1 matrix RI  ekeTk . The two
variances of the time-averaged ionosphere are then given
as






r2I ja  ks2I








The ®rst equation follows from substituting RI  ekeTk
into Eq. (37), followed by taking the sum of all entries of
QÎ jaI and dividing the sum by k2. The second equation
follows from substituting the ®rst into Eq. (39).
Note that Eq. (41) can be obtained from Eq. (40)
simply by replacing s2I by ks
2
I . This shows that the
presence of time correlation ampli®es the presence of
spatial decorrelation. Hence, by using a lower sampling
rate, thus avoiding time correlation, one can reach the
same precision using longer baselines. Or in other
words, a high sampling rate virtually shortens the
baseline.
6.2.3 Ionosphere with autoregressive noise In order to
consider the case 0 < qt < 1, we assume the ionospheric
noise to be autoregressive and thus that RI  qjiÿjjt . For
this case however, it is not possible to obtain an exact
and simple closed-form formula for r2I jaI.
To study the in¯uence of the autoregressive noise, we
will make use of the ®rst order approximation
r2I jaI ' r2I jaI ; q0t  
d
dqt
r2I jaI ; q0t qt ÿ q0t 
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and assume that the time correlation is either small
(q0t  0) or large (q0t  1). This allows us then to make
use of our previous results Eqs. 40 and 41.








 Ik  aRI ÿ1 d
dqt
aRI Ik  aRI ÿ1
42
For q0t  0, this gives















and for q0t  1, we obtain in a similar way
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Since r2I jaI  1k2 r2I jaeTk Ik  aÿ1Rÿ1I ÿ1ek with a 
s2I =r
2
I ja; we may now use Eq. (43) together with Eqs. 40
and 41 to obtain our ®rst-order approximations. The
®rst-order approximations of r2I I, are obtained in a
similar way, but are based on a linearization of Eq. (39).




































r2I ja  ks2I
1ÿ 1
3
1ÿ qt k ÿ
1
k
  r2I ja




















Note that it is only the code data and not the phase data
which contribute to r2I I. After ambiguity ®xing
however, the contribution stems predominantly from
the phase data. Also note from the expressions between
square brackets that the impact of non-zero time
correlation reaches a steady state for suciently large
k and thus will act as a constant scale factor. In the case
of Eq. (44) the scale factor is smaller for r2I jaI than it is
for r2I I. This is due to the high precision of the phase
data. In the case of Eq. (45), the situation is of course
reversed. Finally note, that these results clearly show
that the presence of time correlation degrades the
precision with which the ionosphere can be estimated.
In fact we have the ordering
r2I jaI; qt  0  r2I jaI  r2I jaI ; qt  1
r2I I; qt  0  r2I I  r2I I ; qt  1
Thus for a ®xed value of k, it is more advantageous to
use a low sampling rate than a high sampling rate.
7 Ionosphere-weighted ambiguities
In this section we will analyse the variance matrix of the
ambiguities for the case where the ionosphere is
weighted. It will be clear, when the ionospheric delays
are weighted, that then an ambiguity variance matrix
QâI is obtained which `interpolates' between QâjI and
Qâ. That is,
QâjI  QâI  Qâ
with QâjI  QâI when in®nite weights are used and
Qâ  QâI when zero weights are used. It is not yet
clear, however, what particular form this `interpolation'
takes. This will therefore be the topic of the present
section. As a result we will also be able to show by how
much the area of the ambiguity search space will change
when ionospheric weights are used.
7.1 Variance matrix as weighted mean












Î ja  sÿ2I Rÿ1I
h i24 35
it follows after reducing for the ionosphere and upon
inversion that
QâIQÿ1âjI ÿ Qÿ1â QâÎ Qÿ1Î ja Qÿ1Î ja  sÿ2I Rÿ1I ÿ1Qÿ1Î ja QÎâQÿ1â ÿ1
We know that QÎ ja is a scaled unit matrix. We also know
that in the ionosphere-¯oat case, the covariances
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between the ambiguities and the ionosphere are constant
in time. This implies that the matrix Qÿ1â QâÎ Q
ÿ1
Î ja is a







This, combined with the previous equation, shows that
QâI  Qÿ1âjI ÿ r2I jaIccT ÿ1
 QâjI  QâjI crÿ2I jaI ÿ cT QâjI cÿ1cT QâjI
46
In order to determine cT QâjI c, we ®rst note that
Qÿ1â QâÎ Q
ÿ1
Î ja  Qÿ1âjI QâÎQÿ1Î . Hence
cT QâjI c  eTk Qÿ1Î QÎâQÿ1âjI  QâjI  Qÿ1â QâÎQÿ1Î ja ek
 eTk Qÿ1Î QÎ ÿ QÎ jaQÿ1Î ja ek
From substituting into this equation the ionospheric
variance matrices Eqs. (23) and (28), we obtain
cT QâjI c  rÿ2I ja ÿ rÿ2I 47
This result combined with Eq. (46) and using Eq. (39),
gives
QâI  QâjI  r2I IQâjI ccT QâjI 48
which shows that the ionosphere-weighted ambiguity
variance matrix is a rank-1 update of the ionosphere-
®xed ambiguity variance matrix. By taking in®nite
ionospheric weights in the preceding equation, we
obtain
Qâ  QâjI  r2I QâjI ccT QâjI
If we now combine this equation with the previous one,
we ®nally are able to express the ionosphere-weighted
ambiguity variance matrix in terms of the ionosphere-









This is a remarkable result, which furthermore has been
obtained without any assumptions on the structure of
s2I RI . It shows that QâI is simply a weighted mean of
QâjI and Qâ. Moreover, the weights are scalars, which
implies that








Hence the precision of every ambiguity function, such as
for instance the widelane ambiguity or any one of the
ambiguities which are obtained with the LAMBDA
method, is weighted in an identical manner.
Equation 49 also shows that the weights are uniquely
determined by the ionospheric variance ratio r2I I=r2I .
This implies that the impact of the a priori ionospheric
variance matrix s2I RI , is only felt through the single
scalar r2I I. This also implies that the equation can be
used as a simple tool to infer a priori whether one is
likely to have a successful ambiguity validation or not.
Since r2I and both QâjI and Qâ are known, the only free
parameter left is r2I I.
7.1.1 Impact of time correlation
In order to study the impact of time correlation on the
weights of Eq. (49), we can now make use of Eqs. 44 and


























This shows that in the presence of time correlation more
weight is given to Qâ than to QâjI . Note that the weights
reach a steady state when k is large enough. In case time
correlation is absent though, the weights become
completely independent of the number of samples used.
In that case we have
QâI 
r2I QâjI  s2I Qâ
r2I  s2I
51
Hence, like QâjI and Qâ, also QâI is then inversely
proportional to k. The equation also shows that it is the
code variance which competes with the spatial correla-
tion in determining the contribution of the two variance
matrices to the ®nal result. The longer the baseline, the
more the weight given to Qâ.















































r2I QâjI  ks2I Qâ
r2I  ks2I
53
in the case where time correlation is at its maximum. This
shows that as the number of samples increases, more
weight is given to the ionosphere-¯oat solution. In fact for
k large enough, we have the approximation QâI ' Qâ.
7.2 The area of the search space
In Sect. 4, the determinant of the ionosphere-®xed
ambiguity variance matrix was shown to be given as









and in Sect. 5.2, its ionosphere-¯oated counterpart was
given as





We can now use Eq. (48) to generalize this result to the
ionosphere-weighted case. Upon taking the determinant
of Eq. (48) we get
j QâI j  j QâjI jj I2  r2I IccT QâjI j
 j QâjI j 1 r2I IcT QâjI c
which reduces with Eq. (47) to




This shows that when the ionosphere is weighted instead
of ®xed, the area of the search space is enlarged by a
factor equal to the square root of the ratio of the
variances of the time-averaged ionosphere before and
after ambiguity ®xing. It can be shown that this ratio is
also the largest generalized eigenvalue of j QâIÿ
kQâjI j 0. Hence, it equals the largest factor by which
the precision of the ambiguities degrades due to a
weighting instead of a ®xing of the ionosphere.
In order to express this result in terms of s2I (spatial
decorrelation) and qt (time correlation), we can make
use of Eqs. 44 and 45. As a result we obtain for the case
where the time correlation is small
j QâI j























and for the case where the time correlation is large, we
get
j QâI j


































Note that in both cases, the ratio of the two areas
reaches a steady state when k is suciently large. Also
note that it is not so much the absolute value of s2I that
determines by how much the area gets blown up, as its
value relative to the precision with which the ionosphere
can be estimated, before and after ambiguity ®xing when







that count. It is also through these two ratios that the
impact of the precision of the GPS observables is felt.
The variance r2I ja is namely predominantly determined
by the variances of the phase data, while r2I is only
determined by the variances of the code data.
The preceding results reduce to Eq. (54), when the
spatial decorrelation is at its minimum, s2I  0, and to
Eq. (55), when s2I  1. For the case where time corre-
lation is at its minimum (qt  0) or at its maximum
(qt  1), we get

























In this contribution we analysed the ambiguity search
space of the geometry-free model for the general case
that the ionospheric delays are a priori weighted. It was
shown how the ambiguity search space was aected by
the use of these a priori weights. In order to obtain a
qualitative description, analytical rather than numerical
results were emphasized. Due to the general form of the
chosen a priori weights, our results are applicable to the
whole range of baseline lengths that one may encounter
in practice. For short baselines for instance, one will
generally choose in®nite weights. This implies that one
assumes the ionospheric delays to be either absent or
known. For very long baselines however, the weights are
put to zero. This implies that the ionospheric delays are
assumed to be completely unknown. And for the
intermediate cases, non-zero but ®nite weights can be
used.
Since we have the well-known inequality relation
QâjI  QâI  Qâ
we started o studying the two extreme cases, namely
the ionosphere-®xed case QâjI , and the ionosphere-
¯oated case, Qâ. The dependency of the ambiguities
and the shape of the ambiguity search space was
described by, respectively, the correlation coecient,
the orientation and the elongation. Expressions for these
dimensionless diagnostics were derived and it was shown
that they all are governed by the very small phase-code
variance ratio r2/=r
2
p. As a result we have, for both the
ionosphere-®xed and for the ionosphere-¯oated case,
that the ambiguities are highly correlated and that their
search space is very elongated. The two cases dier
however with respect to their sensitivity to changes in
the phase-code variance ratio. In particular the corre-
lation and orientation was shown to be rather insensitive
to changes in the phase-code variance ratio in case the
ionosphere was ¯oated.
To what extent the ionosphere-weighted ambiguity
variance matrix interpolates between its ®xed and










This is a weighted mean, with the scalar weights
determined by the variance ratio r2I I=r2I . Its numerator
is the variance of the time-averaged ionosphere when the
ionosphere is a priori weighted, and its denominator is
the variance of the time-averaged ionosphere when the
ionosphere is kept ¯oated. This variance ratio could be











The denominator and numerator of the variance ra-
tio r2I =r
2
I ja were given as
r2I ja  1k r2I ja ' 1k
2r2/
l1ÿl22
r2I  1k r2I  1k
2r2p
l1ÿl22
These are the variances of the a priori unweighted time-
averaged ionosphere for the case where the ambiguities
are ®xed and ¯oated. It is through these two variances
that the impact of the precision of the GPS observables
is felt. The ®rst variance is predominantly governed by
the precision of the phase observables and therefore very
small, whereas the second variance only depends on the
variance of the code observables.
Besides the impact of the precision of the GPS ob-
servables, we also have the impact of the a priori chosen













where s2I RI is the a priori ionospheric variance matrix,
factored in a spatial decorrelation dependent variance
factor s2I and a time correlation dependent correlation
matrix RI .
In order to obtain the impact of the a priori chosen
weights, we considered dierent correlation lengths for
the time-dependent behaviour of the ionosphere. In or-
der to have an easy reference, they are summarized in
Table 1 for the time-averaged ionosphere. It was also
shown how these results propagate into, for instance,
the weighted mean already seen. And one of the con-
clusions was, since the precision of the estimators de-
grades when the time correlation increases, that for a
®xed number of samples one is forced to use a lower
sampling rate in order to handle longer baselines and
still obtain the same level of precision.
Apart from the shape of the ambiguity search space,
we also considered its size in terms of the search-space
area. The relevance of the area is that it gives an indi-
cation of the number of grid points that are located
inside the search space. The determinant of the ambi-
guity variance matrix and thus also the search-space
area combine the ambiguity precision together with the
ambiguity correlation, and it is invariant for any one of
the admissible ambiguity transformations. As with the
inequality relation already given, we have
j QâjI j  j QâI j  j Qâ j
The determinant of the ambiguity variance matrix in
case the ionosphere is ®xed was shown to be given as








The determinant and thus the area of the search space
blow up however, when instead of in®nite weights, ®nite
weights are used. The relation between the two deter-
minants was shown to be given as
j QâI j  j QâjI j
r2I I
r2I jaI
The dependency on spatial correlation and on time
correlation of the factor by which the area blows up,
follows then directly from the results of Table 1. This
multiplication factor reaches its maximum when zero
weights are used. In that case, it equals r2I =r
2
I ja, which is
approximately equal to the reciprocal of the phase-code
variance ratio. The conclusion was therefore reached
that the smallest determinant in the above inequality
relation, is governed by the product of the code variance
with the phase variance, while the largest determinant
is governed by the product of the code variance with
itself.
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Table 1. The precision of the time-averaged ionosphere, using s2I RI as a priori variance matrix, with RI  qjiÿjjt 
r2I jaI r2I I
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